WEBVTT
1
00:00:06.355 --> 00:00:06.775
That.
2
00:00:09.955 --> 00:00:18.445
We are only with regard to the main thing, so you can please proceed.
3
00:00:20.875 --> 00:00:35.215
And they start the meeting, please the morning report independent
director on the.
4
00:00:36.750 --> 00:00:39.564
The absence of chairman chairman on the board,
5
00:00:41.335 --> 00:00:42.865
the shadowing the proposal,
6
00:00:42.865 --> 00:00:43.465
we can,
7
00:00:43.465 --> 00:00:56.935
the meeting can requesting the moderator to put the proposal for what
family cast to the next two minutes.
8
00:01:07.560 --> 00:01:13.105
Will we be announced in fifteen second? So all already can be ready for.
9
00:01:49.855 --> 00:02:04.495
Paul is open now so all the shadow requested to past year olds I think I
can say that they can say, yes, knowing that.
10
00:02:05.579 --> 00:02:10.645
It says the poll option is open it is getting a pop up. So shareholders
are casting their.
11
00:02:22.974 --> 00:02:30.324
Is over the Internet, you you can see on the right top that last time.
12
00:05:01.165 --> 00:05:02.365
The point is all of these.
13
00:05:09.834 --> 00:05:14.334
So now only the get to over so we are announcing that we are publishing
the result.

14
00:05:27.475 --> 00:05:36.355
Okay so we have a question has been passed by the shareholders. So you
are good to go to the meetings.
15
00:05:47.995 --> 00:05:48.415
Thank you.
16
00:05:49.524 --> 00:05:56.125
I think the members for electing me to chat the meeting and ladies and
gentlemen,
17
00:05:56.430 --> 00:06:07.824
I'm happy to welcome your for the forty seven annual meeting of your
company being held through video conferencing by central Depository
services,
18
00:06:07.824 --> 00:06:09.444
India limited cdsl.
19
00:06:10.319 --> 00:06:22.134
The live streaming of the meeting is also available to the website. It
has been confirmed that this meeting do complains with the but.
20
00:06:23.069 --> 00:06:24.324
Interface and Cindy,
21
00:06:25.675 --> 00:06:38.875
the information document to be made available for inspection during the
meeting in digital form the beginning
22
00:06:40.524 --> 00:06:42.300
of the meeting it,
23
00:06:42.295 --> 00:06:48.444
we introduce the directors percent this a g Rama children managing
director,
24
00:06:49.165 --> 00:06:52.165
running an independent director.
25
00:06:53.160 --> 00:06:56.394
It's a three touch chair, independent director.
26
00:06:59.274 --> 00:07:10.704

Director this is it.
27
00:07:33.894 --> 00:07:41.754
To the shareholders for their participation in complaints through the
provisions of the six companies,
28
00:07:42.204 --> 00:07:42.714
zero one,
29
00:07:42.714 --> 00:07:57.264
three conflict management administration regulation.
30
00:07:57.264 --> 00:08:00.925
Forty four of the senior.
31
00:08:02.790 --> 00:08:15.894
Your team was open between eighteen September for September details will
be available later. Shareholders were not requested earlier and do.
32
00:08:15.894 --> 00:08:27.415
So, if they design the link that is provided for this, that you will
continue to remind Walter in five minutes fast portion of this.
33
00:08:29.370 --> 00:08:39.475
Before we proceed with the business for the meeting as for the agenda.
I'd like to share a few thoughts with you. Yeah, and we'll report email
to you already.
34
00:08:40.980 --> 00:08:47.815
It is also available in the companies, but you go through the contents.
35
00:08:47.815 --> 00:09:02.575
I looked at the efforts of the company typically the activities during
the past one year, in spite of previous protests and mechanical problems.
Eight. Okay. Performance.
36
00:09:04.830 --> 00:09:19.495
We're already aware installing large capacity, seventy, four cents per
day of carbon dioxide recovery plan from the fruit of the qualifying
point. Having sold almost all. Usually initial thinking.
37
00:09:20.549 --> 00:09:25.315
His clients are operated throughout the day,
38
00:09:25.404 --> 00:09:26.965
colored carbon dioxide,

39
00:09:30.414 --> 00:09:31.914
all the operating parameters,
40
00:09:31.914 --> 00:09:32.845
the standards,
41
00:09:32.875 --> 00:09:46.225
including the type of code be used for what would sort of hash primarily
due to various process and mechanical you choose basically,
42
00:09:46.225 --> 00:09:47.634
the respective plans,
43
00:09:48.144 --> 00:09:48.565
two,
44
00:09:48.595 --> 00:09:55.884
eighteen and none of these defects rectify during the last few months,
45
00:09:56.034 --> 00:10:00.715
and your company to higher production level is better,
46
00:10:00.745 --> 00:10:10.644
but if she and for the companies have to be able to tweak the past,
47
00:10:11.695 --> 00:10:15.235
presume that there won't be any major issues.
48
00:10:15.804 --> 00:10:23.934
A little recurrence. This will happen in due. Course, the plan producing
ash and ammonium.
49
00:10:25.764 --> 00:10:33.809
Incorrect consumes all the ammonia that he's used in the process that is
the selling price right?
50
00:10:37.284 --> 00:10:47.784
It's not going to be the cost of continuously working to optimize the use
of onea and also trying to utilize that for other purposes.
51
00:10:48.264 --> 00:10:54.085
Same as footprints and great as becomes very difficult in comparison with
the other substances.

52
00:10:54.085 --> 00:11:04.164
Nitrogen is places exit the market for ers is continuing to be go.
53
00:11:04.559 --> 00:11:09.174
We hope to regain the marketing for what we lost independent.
54
00:11:10.169 --> 00:11:16.105
We need to concentrate more on the scene of the audience. What is and it
goes.
55
00:11:18.360 --> 00:11:29.424
I also need to look at the log funding for working capital for the
enhanced operation and also taking and complete the repairs and
maintenance.
56
00:11:31.679 --> 00:11:34.585
Knowledge on behalf of your company,
57
00:11:34.950 --> 00:11:49.440
the knowledge that understanding and cooperation extended by all
employees complaints of raw material and customer also due to the
government of and
58
00:11:49.794 --> 00:11:55.524
a consortium of banks of the cooperation that my colleagues on the board,
59
00:11:55.825 --> 00:11:56.335
the wife.
60
00:11:58.615 --> 00:12:05.934
I think the shareholders for the continued request. Oh, now we may take
up the items as.
61
00:12:07.524 --> 00:12:14.634
The motif of the meeting is already being separated and said we will take
it as is.
62
00:12:32.850 --> 00:12:37.465
Further, I'd like to bring to our attention certain information to
proceed.
63
00:12:39.450 --> 00:12:47.034
We have a facility for remote working on the solution was available to me
in the September.
64

00:12:48.929 --> 00:12:58.195
I went to also being made for you during the meeting the working is open.
Now we close five minutes at the conclusion of the week.
65
00:12:59.460 --> 00:13:04.044
Because we're not related words to and.
66
00:13:15.894 --> 00:13:30.625
Registered to speak in the movie it will be invited if so decide can
enable the video at the maximum available shouldn't be
67
00:13:30.625 --> 00:13:35.875
about ten minutes to be as brief as possible.
68
00:13:37.705 --> 00:13:51.144
They are similar to the one raised by another person and speak only on
terms items and then I will collect all the postings and respond to the
same day.
69
00:13:52.169 --> 00:14:05.634
No, I request the moderator to enable the speaker one by one. I say
hello? Names please also prompt the speak dispatch beyond the problem to
be called.
70
00:14:05.634 --> 00:14:07.855
The first speaker they appreciate.
71
00:14:10.169 --> 00:14:21.264
So, you can speak now.
72
00:14:44.335 --> 00:14:46.044
Said, Abhishek, you can see it now.
73
00:14:53.009 --> 00:15:01.105
So, we can skip to the next to the next we called. Mr.
74
00:15:06.865 --> 00:15:07.315
Wall.
75
00:15:11.190 --> 00:15:20.934
So he is not joining, he has not joined. We'll go ahead.
76
00:15:24.504 --> 00:15:25.284
The name.
77

00:15:27.210 --> 00:15:32.274
Okay, we'll call the thirteen release. Mr. vinish. Okay.
78
00:15:38.034 --> 00:15:38.575
One second.
79
00:15:58.105 --> 00:16:13.044
Also not joined, we can move to the next people. It is conquer. All
right. Mr. you can speak now?
80
00:16:13.735 --> 00:16:18.325
Yeah, very tomorrow. Mr. chairman and enter board of directors. What
happened is.
81
00:16:19.139 --> 00:16:29.245
I'm happy to find healthy and safe. I'm also fine. Healthy and safe.
First of all, I think the management I'm doing. Wonderful, sir.
82
00:16:29.575 --> 00:16:35.455
My question, there's a company I'm not so, because we're making your
lawsuits.
83
00:16:35.940 --> 00:16:50.095
So, what the really part to our plan is ready to invest again. Hello?
Hello?
84
00:16:52.345 --> 00:16:53.664
Please proceed to.
85
00:16:54.809 --> 00:17:03.504
Yeah, yeah, because you see also some close ups.
86
00:17:11.035 --> 00:17:11.484
I'm sorry.
87
00:17:13.079 --> 00:17:14.605
Do a video and audio.
88
00:17:17.904 --> 00:17:32.875
Oh, can you help in getting this a hello your weekend able to hear you
but yes, your audio is not stable, so please, no, no, no. Yeah, I know it
is clear clear.
89
00:17:33.779 --> 00:17:38.154
Yeah. No please. Go ahead. Sir. My question is that sir?

90
00:17:38.154 --> 00:17:52.644
What is a feature point of our companies is promoters are planning to
invest any, any investment that are having any plan or do we want to set
up this company? Because every year we're making a loss of software
companies.
91
00:17:53.220 --> 00:17:57.204
If you say it is that I want to improve anything from Mr.
92
00:18:00.595 --> 00:18:02.694
And to understand what you're talking.
93
00:18:04.224 --> 00:18:18.265
And let me hear you. All right yeah. Hello? Yeah. Hear you what what's
the talk? Hello?
94
00:18:21.384 --> 00:18:33.144
Now, you're out of it yeah. Please proceed. No. Yeah. Yeah. First of all
my request is what is the feature Passover company search?
95
00:18:34.674 --> 00:18:41.964
Is any plan? Sorry? Is it ready to invest in the motor and revamp the
company into good condition?
96
00:18:42.809 --> 00:18:56.964
See, every year we're making losses, so if you're making losses this last
now, the, our balances is about minus. It is showing itself. So, how do
you want to what is the intentions? Are what is the plan? Give me the
clarity sir.
97
00:18:56.964 --> 00:19:05.605
So, as a shareholder, as a manager, I will also have a conference under
the leadership of our promoter. So, give me a glance of the future of our
company.
98
00:19:06.779 --> 00:19:17.904
That's all said all the rest for the next trench Lear. Thank you. Thank
you. Then we go to the next caller. This is Kumar.
99
00:19:33.085 --> 00:19:37.404
Mr, yes, no. So can you hear me?
100
00:19:40.615 --> 00:19:50.484
Yes, Scott Scott distinctive gentleman and board members and my parents
in order to sponsor us.
101

00:19:50.545 --> 00:20:01.795
I'm coming back so is going to be presented. I take the word management
button.
102
00:20:02.279 --> 00:20:05.394
We hardworking throughout the year in the slide,
103
00:20:05.394 --> 00:20:10.404
but when it's up said one thing,
104
00:20:10.404 --> 00:20:25.134
I want to say that I sent a little last night to get to mitigate some
concern about them why they picked up the copy the campaign done what the
management
105
00:20:26.065 --> 00:20:31.765
decided to minimize intake the ethics of the business of business income
and activity of the company.
106
00:20:33.444 --> 00:20:43.525
What is the step I've taken the cost cutting in the corporate soundboard
that I think I was in the investment practice this can be pursued.
107
00:20:43.980 --> 00:20:54.174
By we did when witness a big debate, the things that they can also put
by.
108
00:20:58.674 --> 00:21:02.125
What the, what?
109
00:21:02.154 --> 00:21:16.944
With regard re, certified making into subdomain digging in the, the
number of men deserving of the shortest equipment, and adjust the thirty
plus.
110
00:21:16.944 --> 00:21:27.414
Plus it also let me view of the management being able to become
serendipitous in the other soldier, desert desert.
111
00:21:28.615 --> 00:21:37.795
So many indicates in this regard that only because to something tested
the device,
112
00:21:37.825 --> 00:21:38.634
if it was subject,
113

00:21:38.634 --> 00:21:39.444
besides skip lunch,
114
00:21:40.224 --> 00:21:42.204
because the case pending,
115
00:21:42.204 --> 00:21:44.275
the real value of the data is illegal,
116
00:21:44.964 --> 00:21:54.805
more than ever given the premises when they said the statement or the to
the look of the meeting,
117
00:21:54.894 --> 00:21:58.494
and what was the last year physical meeting,
118
00:21:58.615 --> 00:22:02.545
including notice that is limited to.
119
00:22:04.285 --> 00:22:18.954
Said that last thanks to all my directed at a light last I wish to God
they all my doctors all their families and all my stuff.
120
00:22:19.375 --> 00:22:26.394
Our managers stuff, all our work and everything related to my company.
Good health.
121
00:22:26.700 --> 00:22:36.085
We still got bonds there that you've got to advocate who sees it is that
the agent proud that somebody like Jane?
122
00:22:36.204 --> 00:22:36.444
Yeah,
123
00:22:37.525 --> 00:22:49.974
so they can name it go physical said the band director of the Embarcadero
124
00:22:58.434 --> 00:23:05.575
does it does Alexander concept I will report it to what they notice
about,
125
00:23:07.704 --> 00:23:12.865
but not that they're going to receive the agenda that they've done,
126
00:23:12.865 --> 00:23:14.335

but it's hard to take.
127
00:23:16.319 --> 00:23:19.974
Good Thank you.
128
00:23:21.269 --> 00:23:34.585
Thank you. Mr. is it all sir with this? With your permission? Can we give
a one second access to Mr Robbie shakes that?
129
00:23:34.585 --> 00:23:45.204
He is still joining so sheet so that.
130
00:23:48.569 --> 00:23:55.914
Yes, is there any problem? Mr Abhishek.
131
00:23:57.744 --> 00:24:08.484
Abhishek, I'm unable to hear you. Is the volume there? Yes, that's fine.
Meeting other meetings. Now. You can just.
132
00:24:11.579 --> 00:24:26.099
I have done that I would have said Mr. shaky is another meeting so we can
go ahead actually. So I think so speaker shareholders that over so you
can proceed. Okay.
133
00:24:29.994 --> 00:24:40.345
Agenda, I think, and whatever they want to raise, they can always write
to us in the play because we are running if that.
134
00:24:41.579 --> 00:24:44.575
So, you got the last two speakers and.
135
00:24:46.769 --> 00:24:54.384
I want to first of all, thank them for the concern about the company
employees in general.
136
00:24:55.855 --> 00:25:05.244
Then the question is commonly is why loss and future plans and revamping
us.
137
00:25:05.785 --> 00:25:17.275
And the comparison between the last meeting was, this is meeting and also
the video. And so of course, he wants.
138
00:25:21.119 --> 00:25:33.174
The data, so I'm generally I so, the question is yeah, no.

139
00:25:34.140 --> 00:25:39.234
Reach a stage self dependent.
140
00:25:41.910 --> 00:25:51.085
And what is required is that we have to test it full capacity actually go
on the full capacity of ammonium chlorine.
141
00:25:53.069 --> 00:25:55.855
It looks that they won't be any issue.
142
00:25:56.755 --> 00:25:59.515
And also we have our own dissemination.
143
00:26:00.900 --> 00:26:10.105
With this events in this stage that each classic loan to take off.
144
00:26:12.595 --> 00:26:22.525
In a plane that you go to a higher level, what is now required is linking
more patients and that is what I would request tenderly.
145
00:26:24.750 --> 00:26:38.125
I would request reply regarding the echoes related also with regard to
the present laws issues that we are going to.
146
00:26:39.204 --> 00:26:42.144
This is a request.
147
00:26:43.109 --> 00:26:44.664
You know, which is managed.
148
00:26:56.880 --> 00:27:04.884
So is still so please proceed. Yeah. Thank you.
149
00:27:07.375 --> 00:27:21.984
The we have the emails from Mr. shake also on the questions and also on
the one is set up.
150
00:27:22.015 --> 00:27:33.325
This is placed. Oh, we will summarize the answers. Yes, we are affected
in the current running financial year.
151
00:27:35.875 --> 00:27:38.275
We will shut down for nearly forty days,
152

00:27:39.204 --> 00:27:46.015
and we are still struggling because we have to honor all the,
153
00:27:47.065 --> 00:27:52.825
the standard operating procedures told to us by the government.
154
00:27:53.335 --> 00:28:07.255
Oh, we have to let's take the number of people. So, and also we had a lot
of people us got caught up in the lockdown or different cases, travel and
factory.
155
00:28:07.255 --> 00:28:12.805
So some of the people available have to take the extra responsibility.
156
00:28:14.005 --> 00:28:15.355
Extra responsibility,
157
00:28:15.414 --> 00:28:26.095
and they had maintain the production when it was required to restart
because of it is used in the manufacturer of sanitizers,
158
00:28:26.125 --> 00:28:30.835
which are required during that pandemic period.
159
00:28:31.559 --> 00:28:42.805
So, we have to definitely thanks to all the people who have taken the
additional responsibility and additional physical discomfort of attending
to additional ships.
160
00:28:42.805 --> 00:28:47.005
And also the man, several positions to maintain the production.
161
00:28:48.599 --> 00:29:03.204
So as regards the way down profit and loss is for it is mainly because
the ammonium chloride plant and plant as already spoken by the terminal
in his opening
162
00:29:03.204 --> 00:29:03.625
remarks,
163
00:29:04.045 --> 00:29:08.305
that we could not get sufficient pass.
164
00:29:08.305 --> 00:29:19.404

Because these occupants, whether design the way back and the newer
equipment, so getting the spies and also replacing them requires a huge
cost.
165
00:29:19.829 --> 00:29:30.835
So what we have done, we have, we have taken trouble to redesign most of
the systems and unfortunately due to this void etc. We have not been able
to test it.
166
00:29:30.984 --> 00:29:43.345
We feel the past is over and that from now on, we shouldn't be able to
operate at. I have capacity because for the larger capacity.
167
00:29:43.644 --> 00:29:55.404
So we are interested a hundred percent. We hope that it will meet our
requirement fully and the second half of this should be. Alright, the
first half definitely has to go.
168
00:29:56.154 --> 00:30:06.775
And then the future you shouldn't be able to around the corner and meet
all the commitments comfortably.
169
00:30:07.500 --> 00:30:11.424
So, on the future plans, we are investing the.
170
00:30:12.775 --> 00:30:16.315
Because Mr was very specific, whether we are investing some money.
171
00:30:16.315 --> 00:30:16.525
Yes,
172
00:30:16.525 --> 00:30:19.615
we are investing some money and putting in new equipment,
173
00:30:19.644 --> 00:30:20.815
new pumps conferences,
174
00:30:20.815 --> 00:30:21.474
etc,
175
00:30:21.805 --> 00:30:31.890
which will help us to simulate the production at the higher level higher
level means and within what is so,
176
00:30:31.884 --> 00:30:35.875
we hope that we will be able to eighty to ninety percent of capacity.

177
00:30:35.875 --> 00:30:41.424
What has been permitted in the, at least in the last four, five months of
this financial yet.
178
00:30:42.599 --> 00:30:44.994
Going forward future yes, I know we have.
179
00:30:45.924 --> 00:30:47.934
A lot of possibilities are there,
180
00:30:49.825 --> 00:30:50.244
you know,
181
00:30:50.275 --> 00:30:50.545
the,
182
00:30:50.575 --> 00:30:53.095
all the infrastructure available,
183
00:30:53.095 --> 00:30:54.775
especially at our plant site,
184
00:30:55.109 --> 00:31:02.575
so the plans under consideration probably we can discuss more about it in
the yeah,
185
00:31:02.575 --> 00:31:03.265
and probably.
186
00:31:05.095 --> 00:31:15.414
That I think I have answered all the questions raised by both Mr. as well
as Mr. if there is anything probably we can answer to them later.
187
00:31:16.349 --> 00:31:31.255
Thank you Mr. interruptions. Mr. abeshek has sent us the long list
through email containing about ten costings whichever option there be.
188
00:31:33.569 --> 00:31:48.535
Yeah, I already covered because these questions are overlapping with the
questions raised by. Mr. it is. So, especially there was a question about
asking about. I know what is the dispute that taxes etc why?
189
00:31:48.535 --> 00:32:01.585

It cannot be solved the across the table. Let's see. All these all these
cases are pertaining to eighty three. Eighty four is that sales tax, etc,
and all have been designer in our favor.
190
00:32:01.974 --> 00:32:05.875
So some, the department has gone on appeal again.
191
00:32:05.904 --> 00:32:19.315
Unfortunately, it is remaining at various stages and under the various
settlement schemes, it is not possible, because it is just denied blacks
over the limit that they have fixed it.
192
00:32:19.375 --> 00:32:26.964
So, that's the reason, because one point zero, nine growth whereas it was
one growth. We can go under the schemes.
193
00:32:27.240 --> 00:32:37.015
Still we have made another application to our lawyer, and we are waiting
for unfortunately, because of the bullying situation, everything is
getting delayed otherwise all the cases.
194
00:32:37.045 --> 00:32:49.255
And we can confidently say in our favor and Africa contagion is only the
difference in interest rates. What is fables critical for rent.
195
00:32:49.734 --> 00:32:59.275
So we have already paid principal amount and it is payable only for the
last two years, approximately around.
196
00:32:59.730 --> 00:33:09.115
Us seven girls and another seven girls that interesting. So, which we are
discussing with him and asking for because of the current situation.
197
00:33:12.505 --> 00:33:26.305
I hope most of the costing of the shatter is nonsense as mentioned
earlier the window voting window will remain open for the end of the five
minutes and those who walk because they may do. So.
198
00:33:27.180 --> 00:33:30.924
The one thing for the working poor will be consolidated,
199
00:33:31.410 --> 00:33:43.315
and the results will be announced in the companies as stipulated
irrelevant relations and maybe the final results from the website of the
company on this topic.
200
00:33:43.315 --> 00:33:51.535

Same place as relevant tools. The resolution shall be deemed to have the
past and saw the date of.
201
00:33:53.549 --> 00:34:02.845
I thank you once again for the presence and cooperation as there is no
other business. No, I declared the meeting as close. Thank you very much.
202
00:34:03.299 --> 00:34:10.554
Okay, thank you. On.

